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LEADING THE PROJECT TEAM
The Human Side of Performance
A 2-day, 14 PDU (1.4 CEU) instructor-led program
This program provides the knowledge, tools, and practical experience for participants
to move from individual contributors to capable and confident project leaders. Effective
leaders know how work gets done and understand how those doing the work make it
happen. Tomorrow’s leaders must focus on creating an organization with an increased
capacity to serve both employees and clients. A leader must be a master of communication,
delegation, facilitation, and motivation. Leaders must also know how to achieve their goals
by wielding power and influence appropriately. And they must do all this while still
satisfying their clients.
New managers need leadership skills, and this program focuses on the specific “learned”
behaviors that successful leaders in an organization display every day, at every level.
The program addresses an organization’s real leadership needs through a series of short
presentations and interactive exercises. You will acquire a wealth of tools, tips, and
techniques that you can immediately apply back at work. You will enhance your personal
effectiveness and increase your organization’s capacity to achieve its business objectives.
Key topics include: how to get agreement on roles and ground rules, how and when to
build consensus, how to talk about task and relationship behaviors, and how to build a team
that sees itself as a team.
Upon completion, you will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draft a personal and team mission statement
Help every team member develop professional goals
Create a personal schedule that balances multiple projects with multiple objectives
Create a process for effective communication and collaboration
Resolve conflicts before they undermine the team’s performance
Train team members to become mutually accountable and respectful
Set realistic expectations and give timely feedback
Conduct effective team meetings
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LEADING THE PROJECT TEAM
Who will benefit?
•
•
•
•

Managers who want to become better leaders
Project and program managers who must lead their teams
Senior technical professionals who must lead technical teams
Project team members who wish to prepare for future challenges as team leaders

AGENDA
Day 1
• What is the leader’s role?
• How do you take a proactive stance?
• What are the critical steps at start-up?
• How do you create both personal and project mission statements?
• How do you define and coordinate roles?
• What’s the best way to schedule personal work?
• How does a leader delegate effectively?
• How does a leader provide feedback that encourages excellence?
Day 2
• How do you:
− Conduct effective team meetings?
− Create a shared team vision?
− Listen for feeling in emotional conflicts?
− Achieve consensus on important team issues?
− Avoid getting caught in a feedback trap?
− Celebrate team achievement?
− Use Hypothesis 2 expression?
− Perform a process review?
− Encourage genuine creativity?
Every participant will receive:
• A 140-page program notebook
• A current book on leadership
• 2 spreadsheet tools
• Special summary cards for:
− Be Manager and Leader
− The High Performance Team
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